Maui Jim Seven Pools

Name:

Maui Jim Seven Pools
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Zappos

Price:

$229.00 * Price maybe updated . ! . Please click image to see it . ! . *

Category:

Daily Mens Eyewear Reviews

Coupon Code:

1F3VrP9k * Coupon code maybe will update 3 days 1 time . ! . *
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Please click for more information about PolarizedPlus2&reg; technology. for this product! (Please note that the color shown in the
video may no longer be available.)#prDesc ul li:first-child {list-style-type:none; margin-left: 0; font-style: italic;} Take a dip with the
Maui Jim&reg; Seven Pools. PolarizedPlus&reg;2 Technology: All Maui Jim Sunglasses block glare and UV from all angles, manage
blue light, and then boost colors for unmatched color, clarity, and contrast. Lens options (note: please see color name for lens option):
&#8226; Neutral Grey Lens offers contrast and the highest available light reduction. Suitable for all light conditions, especially bright,
direct sunlight.
&#8226; HCL&reg; Bronze Lens is perfect for low-light conditions or for those who like a subtle bronze hue for everyday wear. Offers
excellent contrast.
&#8226; Maui Rose&reg; lens is great for everyday, sunny-to-overcast conditions. It supplies the highest contrast, making it perfect
for fast moving sports.
&#8226; Maui HT&trade; high transition lens balances contrast and depth of field for sharp detail in varying conditions. Lightweight
grilamid frame offers long-lasting comfort and durability. Adjustable, rubalon nose pads prevent slippage. The soft square shape and
rounded corners of this frame will complement a number of facial shapes with sleek feminine appeal. Glossy finish with a two-tone
color design for a unique and chic look. Anti-corrosive spring hinges. Maui Jim case and cleaning cloth included. Made in Japan.
Measurements: Temple Length: 121 mm Frame Width: 127 mm Weight: 1 oz Lens Height: 38 mm Lens Width: 52 mm Bridge: 15
mm This product may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact us at for full
manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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